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Tamara Mellon wants  luxury to be more affordable. Image credit: Tamara Mellon

 
By DANNY PARISI

Tamara Mellon is aiming to undermine the idea that luxury must be exclusive with a new installment plan that will
let lower-income customers afford luxury goods by paying for them over time.

The move is part of a larger effort from Tamara Mellon to take luxury "out of the ivory tower" and make it into
something that anyone can aspire to. Definitions of luxury have always been unclear, particularly when it comes to
price, but this move shows that a brand can confidently retain its luxury identity while courting less affluent
customers.

The price of luxury
Luxury has always been in some way about exclusivity.

A major part of the appeal of wearing a dress from Fendi or a coat from Yves Saint Laurent is that not everyone is
able to own those things.

Yet when luxury brands begin to play with pricing, the lines begin to blur, calling into question what exactly makes a
luxury brand luxury.
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Installment plan. Image credit: Tamara Mellon

Tamara Mellon is set on blurring that line as much as possible, and a new partnership with Affirm continues that
trend.

From now on, customers will be able to purchase products on an installment plan, spreading the cost out over time
so as not to overload the delicate budgets of lower-income individuals.

For example, with the Affirm plan, a $675 pair of boots can instead be purchased via 12 payments of $60. APR rates
range from 10 percent to 30 percent based on a mandatory credit check.

With this plan, Tamara Mellon is catering to the types of customers who save up to buy a few luxury goods, rather
than the ones who buy luxury products frequently. In this way, the brand is opening up the luxury business to people
who normally would have little ability to enjoy luxury goods.

Blurred l inesBlurred l ines

The question of how luxury brands should negotiate prices has always been an important and inconclusive one.

According to new research from Euromonitor, accessible items will be the driving force of the $350 billion personal
accessories market this year.

In 2017, the category is on track to see 4 percent growth over the previous year, with products such as affordable
jewelry and handbags behind much of the increased sales. While lower-priced luxury items reflect a growing
opportunity for upscale labels, they should wade into this territory carefully to preserve their positioning (see story).

Luxury retailers are also experimenting with pricing models.

Nordstrom's affordable alternative. Image credit: Nordstrom Rack

In an uncertain retail world, department store chain Nordstrom is banking on its discounted Nordstrom Rack stores
by opening a new omnichannel-equipped location in New York's Herald Square.
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Nordstrom's new store will be the second Nordstrom Rack location in New York's Manhattan borough, signaling that
discounted stores may be a promising bet in a time of retail uncertainty. That the store will be outfitted with some
useful mobile and digital tools shows that Nordstrom is keeping up with some of the latest digital trends in the retail
world (see story).

Tamara Mellon's partnership with Affirm shows that the brand feels confident in retaining its luxury status while still
offering a way to expand its customer base with less affluent consumers.
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